
B I N G O
The Bunker is 
mentioned or in 
the   episode 

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance 

A   newspaper is 
seen or read

A spell is 
performed 

Hannah and 
Castiel Kiss

The Mark of 
Cain is 
mentioned

Crowley re-units 
with a relative

Things get 
complicated 
between Castiel   
and Hannah

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Ruby’s knife is 
used

More   on 
Rowena's 
identity is 
disclosed

Angel killing 
sword is used

A Brother gets 
tied up

Crowley makes 
a deal or an 
ultimatum

The brothers 
stay at a motel

Black eyes are 
revealed

Any form of 
alcohol makes an   
appearance and 
or is consumed

Sam teases 
Dean

Dean receives a 
kiss

Crowley 
provides some 
answers

Dean once   
again goes 
overkill on the 
bad guy

Dean's   date is 
not what she 
seems

A Brother gets 
knocked out

Castiel   and 
Hannah part 
ways



B I N G O
Dean's   date is 
not what she 
seems

Crowley 
provides some 
answers

Castiel   and 
Hannah part 
ways

Dean once   
again goes 
overkill on the 
bad guy

A Brother gets 
knocked out

Black eyes are 
revealed

Any form of 
alcohol makes 
an   appearance 
and or is 
consumed

The brothers 
stay at a motel

Dean receives a 
kiss

Sam teases 
Dean

Angel killing 
sword is used

A Brother gets 
tied up

Crowley makes 
a deal or an 
ultimatum

A   newspaper 
is seen or read

Hannah and 
Castiel Kiss

A spell is 
performed 

More   on 
Rowena's 
identity is 
disclosed

The Bunker is 
mentioned or in 
the   episode 

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance 

Things get 
complicated 
between Castiel   
and Hannah

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Crowley re-units 
with a relative

Ruby’s knife is 
used



B I N G O
The Mark of 
Cain is 
mentioned

Things get 
complicated 
between Castiel   
and Hannah

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

Crowley re-units 
with a relative

A spell is 
performed 

More   on 
Rowena's 
identity is 
disclosed

Hannah and 
Castiel Kiss

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance 

The Bunker is 
mentioned or in 
the   episode 

A Brother gets 
tied up

Crowley makes 
a deal or an 
ultimatum

A   newspaper 
is seen or read

Castiel   and 
Hannah part 
ways

A Brother gets 
knocked out

Dean once   
again goes 
overkill on the 
bad guy

Angel killing 
sword is used

Dean's   date is 
not what she 
seems

Crowley 
provides some 
answers

The brothers 
stay at a motel

Dean receives a 
kiss

Black eyes are 
revealed

Any form of 
alcohol makes 
an   appearance 
and or is 
consumed

Sam teases 
Dean



B I N G O
Black eyes are 
revealed

The brothers 
stay at a motel

Sam teases DeanDean receives a 
kiss

Any form of 
alcohol makes 
an   appearance 
and or is 
consumed

Dean once   
again goes 
overkill on the 
bad guy

Angel killing 
sword is used

A Brother gets 
knocked out

Crowley 
provides some 
answers

Dean's   date is 
not what she 
seems

Crowley makes 
a deal or an 
ultimatum

A   newspaper 
is seen or read

Castiel   and 
Hannah part 
ways

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Crowley re-units 
with a relative

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

A Brother gets 
tied up

The   Mark of 
Cain is 
mentioned

Things get 
complicated 
between Castiel   
and Hannah

Hannah and 
Castiel Kiss

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance 

A spell is 
performed 

More   on 
Rowena's 
identity is 
disclosed

The Bunker is 
mentioned or in 
the   episode 



B I N G O
A spell is 
performed 

Hannah and 
Castiel Kiss

The Bunker is 
mentioned or in 
the   episode 

Black smoke 
makes an 
appearance 

More   on 
Rowena's 
identity is 
disclosed

Items are 
retrieved from 
the Impala

A Brother gets 
tied up

Crowley re-units 
with a relative

Things get 
complicated 
between Castiel   
and Hannah

The   Mark of 
Cane is 
mentioned

A   newspaper 
is seen or read

Castiel   and 
Hannah part 
ways

Ruby’s knife is 
used

Sam teases 
Dean

Any form of 
alcohol makes 
an   appearance 
and or is 
consumed

Dean receives a 
kiss

Crowley makes a 
deal or an 
ultimatum

Black eyes are 
revealed

The brothers 
stay at a motel

A Brother gets 
knocked out

Crowley 
provides some 
answers

Dean once   
again goes 
overkill on the 
bad guy

Angel killing 
sword is used

Dean's date is 
not what she 
seems


